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ABSTRACT
The large amount of data generated during WFC3’s ground testing phase, combined with
the short amount of time available for data anaylsis during critical times such as Thermal
Vacuum testing, dictates the need for a single tool capable of easily performing basic data
reduction steps.  Two pipelines, one for each of the UVIS and IR channels, have been
developed in IDL.  Each pipeline performs basic data reduction steps using a single call,
returning data to the user that are ready for more speciﬁc analyses.
Introduction
Ground test data taken in both the IR and UVIS channels on WFC3 have several data
reduction steps that must be performed on all images prior to any specialized analysis.
The goal of this project was to create easy-to-use IDL functions and procedures capable of
performing these data reduction steps with minimal user interaction.
Data
Both the IR and UVIS pipelines were constructed using data taken at Goddard Space
Flight Center’s Detector Characterization Laboratory (DCL) as a guide.  Slight modiﬁca-
tions to the programs have been made to allow processing of the different format of the
ﬁles produced during ambient and thermal vacuum testing.  Both the IR and UVIS pipe-
lines have the ability to process full-frame images, as well as subarrys and binned data.Instrument Science Report WFC3 2004-010
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IR Channel
Function Steps
The IR data reduction steps are wrapped in the IDL procedure ‘ir_pipeline.pro’.   IR
channel data have numerous data reduction steps to be performed due to the non-destruc-
tive sampling strategy employed by the IR Focal Plane Array (FPA).  An IR data ﬁle is
saved in the form of a “ramp”, consisting of a number of “reads”, where each read is a
non-desctructive sampling of the signal on the detector.  The functions performed by the
IR pipeline on these ramps are summarized in order below.
1. This step needs to be performed only on DCL test data, and is in fact not performed
by the pipeline itself. In DCL test data, the four quadrants of the FPA are saved in a FITS
ﬁle in a different orientation than their actual physical positions.  An IRAF task, called
sortquads.cl, has been written to correctly orient the quadrants in this ﬁrst data reduction
step.
2.  The next step is reference pixel subtraction.  WFC3’s IR channel contains a
1024x1024 pixel FPA.  The outer 5 rows and columns on each edge of the array are not
sensitive to incident photons, and are used as reference pixels.  (See ISR WFC3-2002-06
for more details)  The pipeline uses the vertical inboard reference pixels to determine the
bias levels to subtract from the science pixels.  The vertical inboard reference pixels com-
prise columns 1 through 4 and 1019 though 1022 on the FPA. With the detector separated
into quadrants, each quadrant contains 2028 vertical inboard reference pixels, in a 4x507
pixel conﬁguration. With the reference pixels spanning the length of each quadrant, areal
variations in bias across each quadrant can be tracked and corrected.  In order to accom-
plish this, the median of the vertical inboard reference pixels in each row is calculated.
The pipeline then ﬁts a line to these 507 median values.  The value of the best-ﬁt line in
each row is then subtracted from the science pixel values in that row.  A more detailed
description of the IR reference pixel architecture is given in ISR WFC3-2002-06.
3.  In order to get a zero-level that is consistent across the entire FPA, the next step in
the pipeline processing involves subtracting the zeroth read of a given ramp from all sub-
sequent reads in that ramp.  This removes any pixel-to-pixel variations in reset voltage.
4. The next step in the pipeline processing involves “de-glitching” the data. This step,
detailed in ISR WFC3-2003-06, removes large jumps in measured signal resulting from
cosmic rays impinging the FPA or electronics.  By examining the signal accumulated
between each read in a ramp, cosmic ray effects stand out as large deviations from the
median inter-read signal.  These large jumps in signal are replaced with the mean signal
accumulated between reads for a given pixel.Instrument Science Report WFC3 2004-010
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5. Correction for the non-linear response of the detector is an optional step in the pipe-
line.  Using correction coefﬁcients for each pixel, data ramps can have the effects of the
non-linear response of the detector removed. Details on the algorithm used in the non-lin-
earity correction are discussed in ISR WFC3-2004-06.
6.  After correcting high signal levels for the non-linear response of the detector, the
pipeline gives the option of correcting the effects of the FPA’s low-level instability. These
effects are greatest a short time after the detector has been exposed to a high ﬂux level.
Therefore, the instability effects are most noticable in the initial reads of a ramp following
a high signal ramp.  The details of the instability’s behavior, and the method used to cor-
rect for it, will be detailed in a future ISR.
7.  The ﬁnal function, optionally performed by the IR pipeline, is the masking of bad
pixels.  The exact masking method is, as with the “de-glitching”, explained in the ISR
WFC3-2003-06.  Using two ramps, a search is made for “hot” pixels, which have an
abnormally high signal rate for a given illumination, and shorted or unbonded pixels.
These pixels are then treated as “bad”, and marked as such in the science data.
Of the data reduction steps described above, steps four through seven are optional.
Through the use of ﬂags, each of these steps can be turned on or off from the command
line.
Calling Sequence
The header information for the IR pipeline is included in Appendix A.  There are a
large number of ﬂags, enabling the user to customize the data reduction for each particular
dataset.  The steps performed on output data ﬁles can be identiﬁed through the preﬁxes
and sufﬁxes attached to the original ﬁlenames. For an input ﬁle called “ﬁle1.ﬁts”, the out-
put ﬁle with all data reduction steps performed would be called
“stabrln.lin.z.ﬁle1_subtr_cr_MASKED.ﬁts”.  Each preﬁx and sufﬁx refer to a step in the
data reduction.  “stabrln” indicates that a linear instability ﬁx has been performed.
“stabrlg” would indicate a logrithmic instability ﬁx. The linear ﬁx is the default behavior,
and provides a better correction than the logrithmic correction for WFC3’s ﬂight FPA.
“lin” indicates that the non-linearity ﬁx has been performed.  “z” shows that the zeroth
read of the ramp has been subtracted from subsequent reads.  Reference pixels have been
subtracted for ﬁles when “subtr” appears as a sufﬁx. “cr” indicates that the data ramp has
been “de-glitched”, and “MASKED” shows that a mask has been applied.
In addition to processed data ﬁles, the IR pipeline also produces a text ﬁle, called
“vital_stats.txt”, that is used to track characteristics of the processed data.  Currently, the
recorded information includes the mean signal in the science pixels, the mean value in theInstrument Science Report WFC3 2004-010
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vertical inboard reference pixels, the number of hot pixels, the number of dead pixels, and
the number of pixels with signal greater than an indicated threshold value.
Given a dataset consisting of FITS ﬁles “ﬁle1.ﬁts” through “ﬁle10.ﬁts”, the IR pipe-
line can be called to process the ﬁles using the steps outlined below.  First, create a ﬁle
(“raw.list” for this example) that lists, in a single column, all the ﬁles to be processed.
Next, create a ﬁle (“mask.list”) listing the ﬁles to be used in creating the mask ﬁle. In this
case, the names of two ﬁles to be used to create a mask should appear side-by-side on the
ﬁrst line of the ﬁle. Multiple masks can be created by putting pairs of ﬁlenames on subse-
quent lines in the mask ﬁle.  One mask will be created from each pair of ﬁles listed in the
mask ﬁle.  If a previously existing mask is to be used in masking the data, simply put two
ﬁlenames into this ﬁle as placeholders.  The third and ﬁnal ﬁle to create (“apply.list”),
identiﬁes the mask ﬁle to apply to each data ﬁle.  The ﬁle should appear as follows:
mask
mask1.ﬁts
ﬁle1.ﬁts
ﬁle2.ﬁts
ﬁle3.ﬁts
mask
mask2.ﬁts
ﬁle4.ﬁts
ﬁle5.ﬁts
The word “mask” indicates that the ﬁlename on the following line is the name of a
mask ﬁle. That mask ﬁle is then applied to all subsequently listed ﬁlenames, until the next
occurrence of the word “mask”.  In this way, multiple masks can be used on one dataset.
Once these three ﬁles are created, the call to ir_pipeline.pro at the IDL command
prompt appears as below, where fpa64_linearity_coeffs.ﬁts contains the coefﬁcients for
the non-linearity correction, and fpa64_satmap.ﬁts contains the pixel-by-pixel saturation
level for the FPA.  Other ﬂags allow the user to turn off “de-glitching”, the non-linearity
correction, and/or the instability correction.
ir_pipeline, raw_list=’raw.list’, mask_list=’mask.list’, mask_app=’apply.list’,
lin_coeff=’fpa64_linearity_coeffs.ﬁts’, sat_map=’fpa64_satmap.ﬁts’
UVIS Channel
Function Steps
There are fewer data reduction steps performed in the IDL UVIS pipeline
(“ccd_pipeline.pro”) than the IR pipeline, as UVIS data is not produced with multipleInstrument Science Report WFC3 2004-010
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sampling for each observation.  In order, the processing steps performed by
ccd_pipeline.pro are listed below.
1. The overscan pixel values are subtracted from the science pixels. This is the equiv-
alent of the reference pixel subtraction in the IR channel.  In this case, the serial virtual
overscan pixels are used to measure the bias level on the detector. The median of the serial
virtual overscan pixels is calculated for each row. A line is then ﬁt to these median values.
The value of the best-ﬁt line in a given row is then subtracted from all the science pixels in
that row.  In this way, areal variations in the bias level can be tracked and removed from
the science data.  Overscan pixel architecture is explained in more detail in ISR WFC3-
2003-03.
2. If the user has a bias image, the pipeline can apply the bias image to a set of science
data. This optional step is performed if the user speciﬁes the name of the bias image in the
call to the pipeline.  The bias image does not need to have the same dimensions as the sci-
ence data.  If the science data is binned or a subarray, the pipeline will extract and/or bin
the appropriate area of the bias ﬁle prior to subtracting those values from the science data.
3. Similar to the bias correction in step 3, the user can also specify the name of a dark
current image, ﬂat ﬁeld image, and mask ﬁle, if those corrections are desired. In all cases,
the pipeline will extract/bin the calibration image in order to match the science data.
4. As with the IR channel data, a ﬁle called “vital_stats.txt” is created. This ﬁle tracks
the same data as in the IR case, including the mean value of the science pixels and over-
scan pixels, as well as the number of dead pixels and hot pixels.  In addition, the values
associated with a subset of engineering keywords are collected for easy reference.
Calling Sequence
The header information for the UVIS pipeline is presented in Appendix B. The calling
sequence follows the same format as that for the IR channel, although with fewer key-
words.  As with the processed IR ﬁles, the processing steps performed on a given UVIS
image can be deduced from the sufﬁxes added to the ﬁle’s name.  The “subtr” sufﬁx indi-
cates that the overscan has been subtracted from the raw data. The “bias”, “drk”, “ﬂt”, and
“MASKED” sufﬁxes show that the data ﬁle has had a bias frame, dark frame, ﬂat ﬁeld,
and mask image, respectively, applied.
Similar to the calling of the IR pipeline, the UVIS pipeline requires one list ﬁle in
order to process data.  This ﬁle (“raw.list” in this example) lists, in a single column, the
names of all data ﬁles to be processed.  Optional ﬁlenames to have as inputs include the
dark current ﬁle, bias ﬁle, mask ﬁle, and ﬂat ﬁeld ﬁle. At the IDL prompt, the ccd pipelineInstrument Science Report WFC3 2004-010
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can be called with the following command, where the bias, ﬂat ﬁeld, dark current, and
mask ﬁle keywords are optional.
ccd_pipeline, raw_list=’raw.list’, mask=’maskﬁle.ﬁts’, bias=’biasﬁle.ﬁts’, ﬂat=’ﬂat-
ﬁle.ﬁts’, dark=’darkﬁle.ﬁts’
Conclusions
Through a single call to “ir_pipeline.pro” or “ccd_pipeline.pro”, basic data reduction
steps for IR and UVIS Channel WFC3 data can be performed, resulting in data ready for
further analysis.  Through the use of multiple keywords, users have the option to custom-
ize the data reduction based on the type of data being examined.
Appendix A
The IR pipeline calling sequence and explanation:
pro ir_pipeline, raw_list=raw_list, sig=sig, mask_list=mask_list, mask_app=mask_app,
skip_deglitch=skip_deglitch, lin_coeff=lin_coeff, sat_map=sat_map,
stab_skip=stab_skip, log_stab=log_stab
;+
;------------------------------------------------------------------
;PURPOSE: wrapper for procedures and functions that perform
;         initial data reduction for WFC3 IR data.
;
;INPUTS:
;
;OUTPUTS: Given a ﬁle to process with called ﬁle1.ﬁts, upon
;         completion of pipeline.pro, a ﬁle called
;         stabrln.lin.z.ﬁle1_subtr_cr_MASKED.ﬁts will contain
;         the ﬁnal, processed data. Earlier versions of the ﬁle
;         are also saved at intermediate times in the processing.
;         From the preﬁxes and sufﬁxes of the ﬁlename, the
;         completed processing steps can be identiﬁed.
;         The preﬁx/sufﬁx decoder:
;
;         stabrln - stability ﬁx. ’ln’ means a linear stability
;                   ﬁx was performed (defulat). ’lg’ indicates a
;                   logrithmic stability ﬁx.
;Instrument Science Report WFC3 2004-010
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;         lin - non-linearity correction performed
;
;         z - zeroth read subtracted from subsequent reads
;
;         subtr - reference pixels subtracted
;
;         cr - data has been "de-glitched"
;
;         MASKED - a mask has been applied, to eliminate bad pixels
;
;         vital_stats.txt - text ﬁle that tracks characteristics in
;                           each read of each ramp of the processed data.
;                           Tracked values include the number of dead
;                           pixels, the number of hot pixels, the
;                           number of pixels with signal above a
;                           threshold, the mean signal in the science
;                           pixels, and the mean signal in the
;                           reference pixels.
;KEYWORDS: raw_list - ﬁle containing a single column, listing
;                     the ﬁlenames of ﬁles to be processed.
;                     If this ﬁle is not provided, pipeline.pro
;                     continues, using all ﬁles in the current
;                     directory which conform to *cln_s.ﬁts
;
;          sig - threshold value for mask creation. Pixels with
;                values more than sig*standard deviation from the
;                the mean pixel value will be marked as bad. If
;                this keyword is not provided, a default value
;                of 5-sigma is used.
;
;          mask_list - ﬁle used in mask creation.  The ﬁle
;                      should contain two columns, each composed
;                      of ﬁlenames. Files listed on a given row
;                      are used together in order to create a mask
;                      based on the method described by Don Hall
;                      for non-destructively-read data. If this ﬁle
;                      is not provided, pipeline.pro uses header
;                      keywords to pair up input ﬁles.
;                      Resulting mask ﬁles (needed for input toInstrument Science Report WFC3 2004-010
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;                      mask_app below) will simply be the names of
;                      the input ﬁles added together. For example,
;                      using ﬁle1.ﬁts and ﬁle2.ﬁts to create a
;                      mask ﬁle will result in a mask ﬁle called:
;                      ﬁle1_ﬁle2_mask.ﬁts
;
;          mask_app - ﬁle used in mask application.  The ﬁle
;                     should contain one column.  For each maskﬁle
;                     to be used, the name of the maskﬁle should be
;                     followed by the names of all ﬁles to which
;                     that mask is to be applied. There should also
;                     be one string of simply ’mask’ before each mask
;                     ﬁlename (used as a divider when reading in the
;                     ﬁle.  For example, if the mask ﬁles are called
;                     m1.ﬁts, m2.ﬁts, and m3.ﬁts, while the data
;                     ﬁles are called f1.ﬁts through f7.ﬁts, with
;                     m1.ﬁts being applied to the ﬁrst 2 data ﬁles,
;                     m2.ﬁts being applied to the next 3 data ﬁles,
;                     and m3.ﬁts being applied to the last 2 data
;                     ﬁles, then the mask_app ﬁle would appear as
;                     shown below:
;
;                     mask
;                     m1.ﬁts
;                     f1.ﬁts
;                     f2.ﬁts
;                     mask
;                     m2.ﬁts
;                     f3.ﬁts
;                     f4.ﬁts
;                     f5.ﬁts
;                     mask
;                     m3.ﬁts
;                     f6.ﬁts
;                     f7.ﬁts
;
;                     if this keyword is not set, masks will not be
;                     applied to any data other than the ﬁles used
;                     to initially create the mask ﬁles.
;Instrument Science Report WFC3 2004-010
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;          skip_deglitch - set this keyword to skip the deglitching
;                          step, where jumps in signal from cosmic
;                          rays are removed.
;
;          lin_coeff - set this keyword equal to the name of the
;                      ﬁle containing the linearity correction
;                      coefﬁcients to be used on the data. The
;                      format of this ﬁle should be a 3D array
;                      with a format similar to that of the input
;                      data. coeffs[z,x,y] where x and y are the
;                      physical dimensions of the array, and the
;                      z dimension contains the various coefﬁcients.
;                      If this keyword is not set, no linearity
;                      correction will be performed.
;
;          sat_map - if the linearity correction step is to be
;                    performed, (ie, if the lin_coeff keyword is
;                    set) then this keyword should be set as well.
;                    This keyword should contain the name of the ﬁle
;                    to be used in the linearity correction, containing
;                    the saturation point of each pixel.
;
;
;          stab_skip - set this keyword to skip the stability correction
;                      step of the data processing. This should be safe
;                      to do on ﬁles with low signal levels.
;
;          log_stab - set this keyword to enable a logrithmic stability
;                     ﬁx, rather than a linear stability ﬁx, which is
;                     the default.
;
;created: bnh 09/09/2002
;
;------------------------------------------------------------------------
;-
Appendix B
pro ccd_pipeline,raw_list=raw_list,sig=sig,mask=mask,bias=bias,dark=dark,ﬂat=ﬂat
;+
;----------------------------------------------------------------------Instrument Science Report WFC3 2004-010
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;
;PURPOSE: wrapper for procedures and functions that perform
;         initial data reduction for WFC3 UVIS data.
;
;INPUTS:
;
;OUTPUTS: Given a ﬁle to process called ﬁle1.ﬁts, upon
;         completion of ccd_pipeline.pro, a ﬁle called
;         ﬁle1_subtr_bias_drk_ﬂt_MASKED.ﬁts will contain
;         the ﬁnal, processed data. Earlier versions of the ﬁle
;         are also saved at intermediate times in the processing.
;         From the preﬁxes and sufﬁxes of the ﬁlename, the
;         completed processing steps can be identiﬁed.
;         The preﬁx/sufﬁx decoder:
;
;         subtr - overscan pixel values have been subtracted.
;
;         bias - the input bias frame has been applied.
;
;         drk - dark current has been subtracted
;
;         ﬂat - the input ﬂat ﬁeld image has been applied.
;
;         MASKED - the input mask has been applied, marking bad
;                  pixels.
;
;
;         vital_stats.txt - text ﬁle that tracks characteristics in
;                           each read of each ramp of the processed data.
;                           Tracked values include the number of dead
;                           pixels, the number of hot pixels, the mean
;                           signal in the science pixels, the mean
;                           signal in the reference pixels, and the
;                           header values of a subset of engineering
;                           keywords.
;
;KEYWORDS: raw_list - ﬁle containing a single column, listing
;                     the ﬁlenames of ﬁles to be processed.
;                     If this ﬁle is not provided, pipeline.pro
;                     continues, using all ﬁles in the currentInstrument Science Report WFC3 2004-010
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;                     directory which conform to *cln_s.ﬁts
;
;          sig - threshold value for mask creation. Pixels with
;                values more than sig*standard deviation from the
;                the mean pixel value will be marked as bad. If
;                this keyword is not provided, a default value
;                of 5-sigma is used.
;
;          mask - to apply a mask to the input data, set the mask
;                 keyword equal to the ﬁlename of a mask ﬁle.
;                 The mask ﬁle need not be the same dimensions as the
;                 science data. For example, if the science data is a
;                 subarray, or is binned, a full frame mask ﬁle can
;                 be applied. The pipeline determines the exact
;                 location of the subarray, and extracts the
;                 corresponding subarray from the mask image.
;
;          bias - set this keyword equal to the name of a ﬁle
;                 containing a bias image in order to have the
;                 bias removed from the science image. The same
;                 rules apply here as to the mask keyword.
;
;          dark - set this keyword equal to the name of a ﬁle
;                 containing a dark current image (in units of
;                 signal/sec), in order to remove dark current
;                 from the science image. The same array size
;                 rules apply here as to the mask keyword.
;
;          ﬂat - set this keyword equal to the name of a ﬁle
;                 containing a ﬂat ﬁeld image in order to apply
;                 a ﬂat ﬁeld to the science data. The same array
;                 size rules apply here as to the mask keyword.
;
;
;
;
;bnh 22 Oct 2002
;
;lots of ﬁle i/o is necessary because of memory limitations
;Instrument Science Report WFC3 2004-010
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;-----------------------------------------------------------------------
;-
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